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Friends of the Ordinariate

Communion does not necessarily mean Conformity
The Ordinariate as a tool of Catholicity
As I write this message, we have just
started the journey of Lent. Down the
road from me there are Catholics, in full
communion with Rome, who are yet to
begin that journey. The Ukrainian Greek
Catholic Church in London, based less
than a mile away from my house in Soho,
follows a different calendar to the one
used by Western Christians.
Another Catholic community, the Melkites, who again
meet not that far away in Pimlico, are also Eastern Rite
Catholics, like the Ukrainians. But this community uses the
Gregorian calendar – so they will celebrate Easter on the
same day as those of us who belong to the Roman Rite.

Any Catholic in communion with Rome is able to fulfil
their Sunday obligation by joining these two communities
for the Eucharist. A properly disposed Latin Catholic would
also be able to make his or her communion during the Divine
Liturgy that they celebrate – usually the Divine Liturgy of
St John Chrysostom. These communities represent but two of
many different Rites and Churches in communion with Rome.
Yet, if we were to join the congregation in reciting the Creed
at either the Melkite parish or the Ukrainian Cathedral, we’d
notice that the words “and the Son” (filioque) are missing
from the section that describes the procession of the Holy
Spirit. Communion does not necessarily mean conformity.
Some Latin Catholics seem to have great difficulty in
accepting this notion of “unity without uniformity”, despite
it being a core principle of Catholicism. After all, the word
‘catholic’ means ‘universal’ – the Church of Christ embraces
all peoples, tribes and nations. She welcomes all tongues, and
rejoices in the many legitimate rites and devotions that have
arisen by the inspiration of the Holy Spirit working through
the baptised people of God.

Some Eastern Churches, such as the Maronites, never
stopped being in communion with Rome. Others, such as the
Ukrainians and the Melkites, re-discovered the communion of
Peter over the centuries following the Great Schism of 1054.
These Christians, especially, for example, members of the
Belarusian, Romanian and Ukrainian Greek Catholic Churches,
showed incredible bravery in asking to be readmitted into
the communion of Rome. In doing so, they faced persecution
by those who had once been their brethren, and distrust
from Western Catholics – many of whom felt it necessary to
‘Latinise’ these ‘new’ fellow Catholics. I’m sure these Eastern
Catholics have sometimes been ignorantly asked: ‘Why don’t
you become proper Catholics?’
I feel privileged and honoured to have been asked to lead
the first Ordinariate for former Anglicans. This is the first
structure of its kind: offering to Western Christians from a
Reformation tradition a similar structure to those Byzantine
Christians who wished to re-enter communion with the
Pope. For the first time in the history of the Church, baptised
Christians of a tradition that lost communion with the See
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of St Peter in the sixteenth century are welcomed into the
Catholic Church, not as individuals but as a branch – once
separated but now grafted back onto the Vine. Although
we differ from the Eastern Catholics in that we do not have
our own rite, and are fully within the Roman Rite, we in
the Ordinariate, like the members of the Eastern Catholic
Churches, are encouraged to rejoice in those Catholic
traditions within the Christian heritage that formed us.
In that sense, the Ordinariate is not about ‘gaining converts’, it
is rather a means of adding to the rich diversity – catholicity –
of the Catholic Church: a Church in which there is room for all.
As Mgr Mark Langham, the former Secretary for Anglican
and Methodist Dialogues at the Pontifical Council for
Promoting Christian Unity, said when he recently addressed
a plenary gathering of Ordinariate Clergy, the Ordinariate:
“[The Ordinariate] needs to be broadcast wider in ecumenical
circles, [as] an assurance to other ecumenical partners that
the price of unity is not too high.”
I would like to take this opportunity to wish you all a
blessed remainder of Lent and a very happy and holy Easter
when it comes.
Rt Revd Mgr Keith Newton

Ordinary of the Personal Ordinariate of OLW
Honorary President of the Friends of the Ordinariate

Have you Gift-Aided your
Donation?
If you are a UK taxpayer and donate to the Friends of the
Ordinariate, we can claim 25p from HMRC for every £1
that you give us. For this reason, we urge all our donors
to fill in and tear off the Gift Aid form on the back page of
this Newsletter, returning it to us at:
Mrs Judi Broadhurst
The Administrator
Friends of the Ordinariate
19 Spencelayh Close
Wellingborough
Northamptonshire
NN8 4UU

Even if you have already filled in a Gift Aid form, we
would appreciate it if you complete this form again for
our records. We recently received a substantial Gift Aid
payment from HMRC, which will go towards our work
in supporting and highlighting the work of the Personal
Ordinariate of Our Lady of Walsingham.
www.friendsoftheordinariate.org.uk
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Helping the Ordinariate
Ecumenism is not over

On Sunday evening, 8th February, His Eminence
Cardinal Vincent Nichols arrived at the Church of Our
Lady of the Assumption, Warwick Street, London W1
for a celebration of Solemn Evensong and Benediction.
In itself this was an event worthy of note but the
reason for his presence that evening in Warwick Street
rendered the occasion even more special. Present in
the sanctuary of the church together with His Eminence
were the Ordinaries of the Chair of St Peter, of Our Lady
of the Southern Cross and of Our Lady of Walsingham.
The visit by the Ordinaries from Australia and the USA
to London is covered in more detail elsewhere in the
Newsletter.
We were also honoured on the evening by the attendance
of two bishops, Bishop Hlib Lonchyna of the Ukrainian
Catholic Church of the Holy Family, Binney Street London
W1 and Bishop Alan Williams, the Bishop of Brentwood.
Mgr John Armitage, the new Rector of the Catholic Shrine at
Walsingham was present as was Mgr John Broadhurst, one
of the trustees of the Friends of the Ordinariate; Mgr Vincent
Brady represented His Excellency the Apostolic Nuncio and
Mgr Martin Schlag came from the Pontifical University of the
Holy Cross in Rome.
When speaking about the Ordinariate, Mgr Keith Newton
reminds us from time to time of the importance of “unity but
not uniformity” and I think it is clear that this principle was
well honoured at Solemn Evensong on 8th February. Our
Ordinary has occasionally been challenged by non-Ordinariate
Catholics to explain why he and, by extension, everyone else
in the Ordinariates in Australia, the United States and the
United Kingdom have not become “proper Catholics”. It is
sad that such questions should still be asked, so liturgies such
as the celebration of Evensong and Benediction at Warwick
Street and the celebration of Mass by the three Ordinaries at
Westminster Cathedral on 12th February in the presence of
the Apostolic Nuncio are not simply occasions for rejoicing but
also essential in order to explain the nature of the Ordinariate
to the Catholic laity at large.
A very important part of the work of the Friends of
the Ordinariate of Our Lady of Walsingham is to support
the work of the Ordinariate as it participates in the New
Evangelisation. Educating the Catholic laity about the
role played by the Ordinariate is vital if we are to justify
the confidence of the Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI in
establishing these structures. At the same time, we are
demonstrating to members of the Church of England, the
wider Anglican Communion and to Episcopalians in the
USA that the ecumenical process has not come to an end but
has moved into a new and more meaningful phase, that of
entering into full communion with the Holy Father in Rome.
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Letter from a Friend:
Benedict XVI writes to the Friends of the Ordinariate

By Dylan Parry

The Friends of the Ordinariate of Our Lady of
Walsingham were delighted and honoured to receive
a letter from Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI in October
2014. Dated 10 October, it was written in reply to a
letter sent to His Holiness by Nicolas Ollivant, Chairman
of the Friends of the Ordinariate.
The Chairman had written to express his gratitude
for the gift of the Ordinariate. He had also sent the Pope
Emeritus a brief history – translated into German – of the
Ordinariate’s central church, Our Lady of the Assumption
and St Gregory’s, Warwick Street (London, W1). This church
is built on the site of a Bavarian embassy chapel, which was
pillaged during the anti-Catholic Gordon Riots (1780).
In his letter, His Holiness asked Nicolas Ollivant to
“convey my thanks to all [the Ordinariate’s] members”,
before saying that he is “particularly glad that the former
Bavarian Chapel has now become … [the] Ordinariate’s
church, and serves such an important role in the whole
Church of God.”

Here is a translation of the letter, provided by an Ordinariate
priest, Fr Daniel Lloyd:
Dear Mr Ollivant,

Since I know that you read the German language without
difficulty, I may answer your friendly letter of 1 September in
my mother tongue, since my English would not quite suffice
to do so.

Your thanks for the establishment of the Personal Ordinariate
of Our Lady of Walsingham has greatly moved me, and I ask
you to convey my thanks to all its members. Naturally,
I am particularly glad that the former Bavarian Chapel has
now become your Ordinariate’s church, and serves such an
important role in the whole Church of God. It has been a long
time since I have heard news of this holy place, and it was
therefore with all the more interest and gratitude that I read
the description with which you accompanied your letter.
Once more, many thanks, and may God bless you all.
Yours in the Lord,
Benedict XVI

The Friends
on Social Media

The Friends of the Ordinariate are active on Social Media,
and our Facebook page is gaining in popularity each
day! If you would like to follow (or ‘like’) our page on
Facebook, please log on to Facebook and visit: www.
facebook.com/pages/Friends-of-the-Ordinariate-ofOur-Lady-of-Walsingham/1428105037408677 or
search for “Friends of the Ordinariate”.
If you would like to follow us on Twitter, please do so at:
www.twitter.com/FOTOrdinariate
For all out latest photos, taken during appeal visits,
events and services, please visit our Flickr page: www.
flickr.com/photos/friendsoftheordinariate
Our website is also updated regularly
www.friendsoftheordintiate.org.uk
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Blessed John Henry:
An uncompromising witness to authentic Christianity
By Fr Uwe Michael Lang

Fr Michael Lang preaching at the Mass

The parish priest of the London Oratory and renowned
liturgist, Fr Uwe Michael Lang, was the guest preacher
at a Solemn Mass in the Ordinariate Use for the Feast
of Blessed John Henry Newman on Thursday 9 October
2014. The Mass, which was celebrated by the Ordinary
of the Personal Ordinariate of Our Lady of Walsingham,
Mgr Keith Newton, at the Church of Our Lady of the
Assumption and St Gregory (London, W1) was organised
by the Friends of the Ordinariate. We reproduce here,
with Fr Lang’s kind permission, the text of his sermon.
It is a delight and an honour for me to preach at this Solemn
Mass of the Personal Ordinariate of Our Lady of Walsingham,
on the feast day of its Patron, Blessed John Henry Newman.
The use of the Roman Rite, which the Holy See has granted
to the Ordinariates, integrates Anglican patrimony into
the Catholic Church’s liturgical tradition and is a genuine
enrichment for its life of prayer and worship. The Blessed
whose feast we are celebrating today would surely rejoice in
hearing many of those profound and beautiful prayers that
had shaped his Christian journey.
John Henry Newman, who was raised to the honour of
the altars by Benedict XVI four years ago, is surely is one of
the most outstanding Christian thinkers of the modern age.
Some know him as a great apologist for the Catholic faith;
others are attracted by his work in the field of education, or
by his contributions to the theories of religious belief and
of the development of doctrine. His influence has spread far
beyond Christianity, and I have little doubt that once Blessed
John Henry is canonised, he will then be numbered among
the Doctors of the Church. May Almighty God soon grant us
this favour!
www.friendsoftheordinariate.org.uk

If Blessed John Henry is respected for his intellectual
achievements even in the secular world, among Catholics he
is revered for that unity of heart and mind that characterise
his whole life and work. More than fifty years ago Father
Louis Bouyer of the French Oratory wrote about Newman:
“I would venture to say that what attracts us to him is what
cannot be expressed by any other title than that of the Saint
in our times, the most otherworldly of men, fully living in
this world as a citizen of the next, and most concerned to
give to this world as it is now, just the witness it is needing,
a witness to the most uncompromising and authentic
Christianity, but with the most direct and lucid attention
to the minds and souls he is addressing” (L. Bouyer, “The
Spiritual Life of John Henry Newman”, in Dublin Review 324
[October 1945], 188).

Father Bouyer captures the essence of Newman, who
gave witness to Christianity in its full, authentic sense, even
at great personal cost; in the words of the Apostle Paul,
he preached the word of God in season and out of season
(2 Tim 4:2). At the same time Newman showed great
sensitivity and attention to the people he was addressing;
he was aware of their inner struggles and could sympathise
with their perplexity. The words of his cardinalitial motto
express this succinctly: cor ad cor loquitur – “heart speaks
to heart”.
There is one aspect of Blessed John Henry’s life, which
I am bound to reflect upon at this occasion: the Oratory
of Saint Philip Neri, which was his vocation as a Catholic.
Newman spent more than half of his active life as a priest
of the Congregation of the Oratory. This calling coincided
happily with Newman’s own choice and inclination. What
was this idea of the Oratory, which so attracted Newman?
Saint Philip brought together a group of secular priests
living in community without taking vows, priests who
would strive to lead a life in many ways comparable to that
of religious, but who would have no bond except that of
charity.

In the first place, an Oratory is supposed to be just that:
a house of prayer (cf. Is 56:7). The Oratory, as an institution,
should be a living testimony to the centrality of the life of
prayer, and thus a witness to the absolute priority of God in
our lives. A life ordered around prayer is a witness before
the world that being mindful of God is required for the
obtaining of that happiness everyone is looking for.
Newman once wrote that St Philip “lived in an age
as traitorous to the interests of Catholicism as any that
preceded it, or can follow it”. I wonder whether he would
say the same today, but the pulpit is not the place to discuss
this question. According to Newman, Philip thought the
best way to meet this situation was “not with protests and
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Mass for the Feast of Bl John Henry Newman, 2014

warning, not by the recluse or the preacher, but by means of
the great counter-fascination of purity and truth”: “Philip
preferred”, as he expressed it, “tranquilly to cast in his net
to gain (souls); he preferred to yield to the stream, and
direct the current, which he could not stop, of science,
literature, art, and fashion, and to sweeten and to sanctify
what God had made very good and man had spoilt”
(The Idea of A University, Discourse IX, 9).
The vision of Saint Philip, and of Blessed John
Henry, was that of a humanist – a humanist not in that
reductionist and distorted sense, in which the word is
used in our society today, but a humanist in the full and
true sense: seeing the glory of man as the image and
likeness of God the Creator. We are confident that grace
builds on nature and that this holds even among the
confusions of our age. God’s good creation persists and, if
properly directed, it can be brought to flourish.

During his long life and especially in times of trial,
Blessed John Henry grew into a very personal relationship
with his Saint Philip. In the darkest period of his life,
Newman wrote very movingly in his Journal for
15 December 1859: “As years go on, I have less sensible
devotion and inward life … I more and more wonder at
old saints … O! Philip, gain me some little portion of thy
fervour”. There are saints who were perfected very early
on in their lives: Saint Aloysius Gonzaga, or Saint Teresa
of the Child Jesus, and we may find it difficult actually
to imitate them. Saint Philip is a “Picture of old age”,
as Newman said in the beautiful and profound litany
he composed in honour of the saint. Here is a model of
sanctification in every stage of our life, the man totally
formed by the love of God and the love of neighbour.
Page 6

Blessed John Henry’s idea of holiness was nurtured by the
Oratorian tradition. There is nothing spectacular or exotic
about it. Rather, for most of us holiness needs to be worked
at in the trials and ordeals of everyday life. As baptised
Christians, we are called to perfection. “You... must be perfect,
as your heavenly Father is perfect”, says our Lord (Mt 5:48).
Perfection is a daunting word and it may even put us off if
we consider our own feeble efforts to follow Christ faithfully
in this life. But let us reflect with Blessed John Henry what
such perfection means. He wrote: “It does not mean any
extraordinary service, anything out of the way, or especially
heroic – not all have the opportunity of heroic acts, of
sufferings – but it means what the word perfection ordinarily
means. By perfect we mean that which has no flaw in it, that
which is complete, that which is consistent, that which is
sound – we mean the opposite to imperfect. As we know well
what imperfection in religious service means, we know by
the contrast what is meant by perfection. He then is perfect
who does the work of the day perfectly, and we need not go
beyond this to seek perfection” (“A Short Road to Perfection”, in
Meditations and Devotions).

Such perfection can found in our everyday lives: striving
to live our faith consistently, in thought, word, and deed. As
we all know, this is no easy task in a world that is becoming
increasingly hostile to Christ and His Church. Newman foresaw
these developments with prophetic clarity and he worked
tirelessly to give his fellow Catholics the means to respond
to the great challenges ahead of them. His writings are an
incomparable treasure, and now we are rejoicing in having
him as our heavenly patron and intercessor.
Blessed John Henry, pray for us!

www.friendsoftheordinariate.org.uk
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Celebrating the Epiphany:
Service of Lessons & Carols

Cathedral visits:
Birmingham, Norwich and
Southwark

On Thursday 8 January, the Friends of the Ordinariate
of Our Lady of Walsingham held their annual candlelit
Epiphany Service of Lessons and Carols followed by
Benediction at Our Lady of the Assumption and
St Gregory’s Church, Warwick Street (London, W1).

Towards the end of 2014, Mgr Keith Newton and
the Friends of the Ordinariate visited three Catholic
cathedrals as well as the Catholic church of The
Transfiguration, Kensal Rise. These visits took place
to raise awareness of the Personal Ordinariate of Our
Lady of Walsingham and its mission among diocesan
Catholics and to raise funds for the work of the Friends.

The Service was led by Mgr Keith Newton, and featured
readings from the works of Bl John Henry Newman,
T S Eliot and G K Chesterton, as well as seasonal lessons
from the Scriptures. It concluded with Benediction of the
Blessed Sacrament and prayers of thanksgiving for the
establishment of the Personal Ordinariate, which was
founded four years ago.

Guest readers included the former Cabinet minister and
Conservative peer, Lord Deben (John Gummer), writer and
broadcaster, Mary O’Regan, and the Mother Superior of the
Sisters of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Mother Winsome.

In a change to the published schedule, the parish priest
of Warwick Street and church musician, Fr Mark Elliott
Smith, read one of the Scriptural lessons, while Fr David
Irwin, Episcopal Vicar for Ethnic Chaplaincies for the
Diocese of Westminster, kindly agreed to read another. The
newly appointed Rector for the National Shrine of Our Lady
of Walsingham, Mgr John Armitage, who was scheduled
to read one of the readings, was delayed by unforeseen
circumstances. Happily, though, Mgr Armitage was able to
attend most of the Service and also the reception afterwards.
During a short address, Mgr Newton thanked especially
the Friends of the Ordinariate and all diocesan Catholics
who continue to generously support the work and mission
of the Personal Ordinariate of Our Lady of Walsingham. He
also thanked the Schola Cantorum of the Cardinal Vaughan
Memorial School, mentioning especially the choir’s Director,
Scott Price, and Organist, Iestyn Evans, for providing the
evening’s “outstanding” music.

Birmingham
Archbishop Bernard Longley was the principal celebrant at
the 11.00am Solemn Mass on Sunday during the visit to
St Chad’s Cathedral (4th/5th October). The Archbishop used
the occasion to welcome Mgr Newton to his Cathedral and
Archdiocese. Mgr Newton concelebrated and also preached
at the Archbishop’s Mass. Other concelebrants included
Canon Gerry Breen, the Cathedral Dean, and Fr Dominic
Cosslett, Archbishop Longley’s private secretary.

During his homily, Mgr Newton said that people sometimes
approach him asking, “What’s so special about the
Ordinariate; why not join the Church directly; why be
separate from the rest of us?” Answering these points,
he said that the Catholic Church is like a vine, which has
“many branches of different shapes and sizes … Such as
the Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church, the Melkites, and the
Maronites”. “Sadly,” he continued, “throughout Christian
history some parts of the vine have broken off.” “In the
Ordinariate”, he said, “one small part of the western Church
has been grafted back onto the vine.” This has resulted,
according to Mgr Newton, in “unity without losing identity.”
Norwich

Mgr Newton continued on the theme of Christian unity
during a Friends of the Ordinariate appeal at St John’s
Cathedral’s, Norwich. Visiting the Cathedral at the invitation
of the Bishop of East Anglia, the Rt Revd Alan Hopes,

Continued overleaf
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Cathedral visits continued

structure for those who had problems with “the ordination
of women”, but “the questions we were actually asking were
more important”. These were questions of “authority” and
“unity”. He continued by saying that for “those who were
Anglicans, the question of authority was an important one,
[because]… one clergyman would be teaching one thing,
and another clergyman, down the road, would be teaching
something else.” Thanks to Pope St John Paul II, who gave us
the gift of the new Catechism, the Catholic Church is clear
and authoritative in its teaching.
Mgr Newton asked, “Do we give the Gospel and the teaching
of the Church authority over our lives?” It was in response
to the “challenge” of this authority, he said, that members of
the Ordinariate chose to enter “into the full communion of
the Catholic Church”.

and Dean of the Cathedral, Fr David Paul, Mgr Newton
highlighted the extraordinary ecumenical implications that
have resulted from the establishing of the Ordinariate.

In his homily, which he preached at all Masses on the
weekend of 25th/26th October, Mgr Newton said, “it
was in pursuit of unity of the Church that Pope Benedict
XVI published the Apostolic Constitution, Anglicanorum
Coetibus.” This constitution ensures that Anglicans wishing
to be in communion with the See of Peter can do so while
also holding onto their liturgical and pastoral traditions,
as the early work of ARCIC had intended – a unity “without
being absorbed … Like sugar dissolved in water.” “In a small
way,” the Ordinary continued, “the Ordinariate is living out
the idea of being united without being absorbed.” Thus, the
Personal Ordinariate of Our Lady of Walsingham can be said
to be a real fruit of the Second Vatican Council’s Decree on
Ecumenism, Unitatis Redintegratio. It is also for this reason,
according to Mgr Newton, that Benedict XVI is often referred
to as “the pope of Christian unity.”
Southwark

Mgr Newton was invited to the Cathedral by the Archbishop
of Southwark, the Most Revd Peter Smith, and Canon John
O’Toole, the former Cathedral Dean on the weekend of
31st January/ 1st February. As Canon O’Toole was recently
appointed the National Ecumenical Officer for the Bishops
Conference of England and Wales, the Acting Dean,
Fr Philip Smith, welcomed Mgr Newton and the Friends to
the Cathedral.
During his homily, Mgr Newton reflected on the Gospel
(Fourth Sunday in Ordinary Time, Year B), highlighting that
“Jesus spoke with such authority that even the evil spirits
obeyed him.” The Ordinary said: “As Christians, Jesus must
have authority over our lives.” Mgr Newton continued by
saying that the media often portrays the Ordinariate as a
Page 8

Fr Philip Smith with Mgr Keith Newton

To read about these visits in full and also about the visit to
the parish of The Transfiguration, Kensal Rise, please visit
our website: www.friendsoftheordinariate.org.uk/latestnews/
We are very grateful to all the clergy and laity who have
welcomed us to their churches during the past few months,
and especially for thei great generosity and kindness shown
to both Mgr Newton and the Friends of the Ordinariate.
www.friendsoftheordinariate.org.uk
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By Name in here

Cardinal Nichols to the Ordinariate:
“Find that balance between distinctiveness and identity”

By Dylan Parry

Cardinal Vincent Nichols expressed his hope that the
vision of Benedict XVI in establishing the personal
ordinariates for former Anglicans will “continue to
flourish.” He also asked the personal ordinariates
to persevere in “[finding] that balance between
distinctiveness and identity.”

His comments were made on Sunday 8 February, during
a reception held after Solemn Evensong and Benediction at
the church of Our Lady of the Assumption and St Gregory,
Warwick Street (London, W1). Organised by the Friends
of the Ordinariate, the evening marked the start of a week
long visit to the UK by Mgr Jeffrey Steenson, Ordinary of
the Personal Ordinariate of the Chair of St Peter (US and
Canada), and Mgr Harry Entwistle, the Ordinary of the
Personal Ordinariate of Our Lady of the Southern Cross
(Australia).

Replying to words of welcome offered by Mgr Keith
Newton, the Cardinal expressed his delight at being
present at the evening. Referring to the liturgy, the Cardinal
mentioned “how neatly, how hand in glove, the celebration
of Evensong fits into my Catholic experience.”

Describing the Ordinariate, Cardinal Nichols said: “[It]
is something of a balancing act, between, on the one hand,
showing the deep desire of Pope Benedict to appreciate the
distinctiveness of many aspects of the Anglican patrimony,
which are consistent and expressive of Catholic faith, and
yet, on the other hand, to show how it is very much an
organic part of the visible Catholic [Church] centred around
the Holy Father.” He went on to say that it was important to:
“Find that balance between distinctiveness and identity.”
www.friendsoftheordinariate.org.uk

The Cardinal added: “It is only gradually, and with
great openness on the part of all of us, that we will see the
fulfilment of this enrichment that Pope Benedict desired.”
Cardinal Nichols continued: “For me this [evening] is a very
lovely moment, which sees another step in a process in
which I have been involved for a very long time and I hope
that, both here and in Australia and the United States [and
Canada]… the insight and foresight of Pope Benedict will
flourish.”
Guests of honour

Other guests of honour at the event included the Rt Revd
Hlib Lonchyna, Eparch of the Ukrainian Catholic Eparchy
of the Holy Family of London, the Rt Revd Alan Williams,
Bishop of Brentwood, Mgr Vincent Brady, representing the
Apostolic Nuncio to Great Britain, and Mgr John Armitage,
the newly appointed Rector of the National Catholic Shrine
of Our Lady of Walsingham.
Evensong was led by Fr Mark Elliott Smith, the parish
priest of the Ordinariate’s central church, and the preacher
was Mgr Harry Entwistle. The readers were Mgr Keith
Newton’s wife, Gill, and Nicolas Ollivant, Chairman of the
Friends of the Ordinariate. Mgr Newton gave Benediction of
the Blessed Sacrament.
The acclaimed choir of Our Lady of the Assumption and
St Gregory’s, under the direction of Keith Brown, provided
music, including Charles Wood’s Hail, gladdening Light!,
William Mathias’ Let the people praise thee, O God and
Edward Elgar’s O salutaris hostia.
Mgr Entwistle’s sermon, with accompanying images from the
evening, may be read on pages 16-17.
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The Church of Our Lady of the Assumption and St Gregory
An Architect’s appreciation of the Ordinariate’s Central Church

By Niall Bird

The Church of Our Lady of the Assumption and
St Gregory presents a reticent and unassuming facade
to busy passers-by on Warwick Street. Its quiet
personality is in contrast to the many confident and
extrovert examples constructed during a century of
building by the Catholic Church that was to gradually
gather pace following the dedication of the church on
12th March 1790.
Its plain, sparsely ornamented five-bay brick façade is
enlivened only by a slight projection of the central three
bays, which are articulated with a trio of blind windows and
a simple Portland stone pediment.
This outward restraint, almost warehouse-like in
character, was entirely intentional, made necessary by
the violence of the Gordon Riots of 1780. Along with the
Sardinian Chapel in Lincoln’s Inn Fields, the Bavarian
Embassy Chapel predecessor to the Warwick Street Church
that exists today was attacked, the contents torn up, the
altar desecrated and its books burnt in the street.

By 1788, the chapel had passed from the Bavarian
Legation into the direct care of the Catholic Church and
in response to on-going hostilities, the re-building of the
church in 1789-90 incorporated several defensive features.
The walls were built to almost a metre thick and as an
extra security measure the original design did not include
windows at ground floor level. Instead narrow viewing slits
(which still remain) provided a secure means of viewing
the street from within thereby safely controlling access. The
ground floor windows seen today were most likely added at
some point during the mid-19th century.

Perhaps in a bid to draw greater attention to it, the
façade was stained red in the late 1950s and by 1957 a
single gold star had been added to each blind window, along
with two flanking golden angels.
Character akin to a non-conformist chapel

Upon crossing the threshold the interior initially seems
to maintain a character akin to a non-conformist chapel
of the late eighteenth century. Despite the confined site,
the overwhelming impression is of light and spaciousness,
thanks to the lofty coved ceiling and high-level, roundarched windows. An elegant gallery runs from the west
end to embrace the sanctuary. Slender timber clad castiron pillars terminated by capitals of compactly bunched
acanthus support the gallery, which features an open
balustrade of delicately intertwined ironwork, added in
the 19th century. This later addition allows light to filter
down to ground level, an improvement perhaps on the solid
timber balustrade that existed before.
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The church as seen before the Second Vatican Council

Presiding over this modest, pared-down classicism
however is the richly embellished east end, indication that the
church did not escape the rapidly accelerating architectural
confidence of the Catholic Church as the 19th century
progressed.
The church was in fact refurbished twice after the
final Catholic Relief Act of 1829. The architect, Mr Erlam,
supervised a relatively confined, classical style intervention of
a new altarpiece, set within a structure of Corinthian columns
in 1853. At the same time the roof was reworked and the
rather weighty plasterwork coffering added.
John Francis Bentley

Change of a more major sort was set in motion with the
appointment of the architect John Francis Bentley, in 1875, to
remodel the church entirely in the then fashionable Byzantine
style, which Bentley was to later put to such atmospheric
effect in his designs for Westminster Cathedral. By this time
Warwick Street Church was considered tired and outmoded
within the context of an increasingly emboldened Catholic
Church and the ever-increasing variety and richness of
architectural style. Bentley proposed to build a new marblelined basilica within the shell of the existing building. Despite
a shortfall in funding work commenced at the east end with a
full-height apse created in place of Erlam’s classical altarpiece;
barely 20 years old at the time of its demolition. Apart from
funding, practical problems soon arose with the discovery of
deep cellars beneath the church, which ultimately made the
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full-scale rebuild financially unviable. Nonetheless, the east
end was completed in 1880 and eventually clad in marble by
1902, whilst the half-dome of the apse was embellished with
a shimmering mosaic depicting the Coronation of the Virgin
in 1910.

© Adam Butler

More recently Douglas Purnell undertook a comparatively
sensitive re-ordering in 1963 during which time the high
altar was brought forward and the reredos reworked into its
present configuration.

The church as seen during Advent 2014

The church is still connected through to the Golden Square
side, via a robustly detailed Romanesque style doorway, into
the former Bavarian Embassy on Golden Square. The late 18th
century townhouse is used for accommodation and the work
of the Personal Ordinariate of Our Lady of Walsingham, and
retains much of its Georgian character, although its interior
was extensively reworked in 1959.
In retrospect, we can perhaps be grateful that Bentley’s
ambitious scheme was not fully realised, as Warwick Street
Church now presents a unique architectural expression of
over two centuries of Catholicism in central London. Indeed,
its latest reincarnation since Easter 2013 has seen it become
the central Church of the Personal Ordinariate of Our Lady of
Walsingham and therefore fulfilling a fitting and vital role in a
new chapter of the English Catholic Church.
Author’s Note: Warwick Street church has been
comprehensively studied and written about over the years.
Useful sources include ‘Warwick Street Church’ by R.C Fuller
(1956) and the ever-informative ‘Survey of London’ Volumes
31-32 edited by F H W Sheppard (London, 1963).
Having previously taught architecture and studied
architectural history, Niall Bird currently works for
Ptolemy Dean Architects on existing historic buildings
and work in a traditional manner. He is a SPAB Scholar
designate for 2015.
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The Call of the Desert
An Ordinariate Hermit
By Br David Butler

What is a hermit?
Who gets to be one?
What is the point?
These are some of
the questions which
people ask when
talk about hermits
comes along, so
it might help if,
as someone who
has tried to live a
hermit life for a
number of years,
I suggest some
answers. There
are many people
who live a more or
less hermit style
of life, both in the
Christian religion and outside it, and this has been so
for centuries. In the Catholic Church, however, a hermit
is strictly one who has been formally recognised as such
through public profession of the evangelical counsels
of poverty, chastity and obedience, and who strives to
live a life dedicated to prayer, in accordance with an
approved Rule of Life.
A hermit may live in a wide variety of settings, from
a remote Scottish croft to an inner London flat (one
might even live in your neighbourhood), but whatever
the setting there are five characteristics of a true hermit
life: withdrawal from the world, silence, solitude, prayer
and penance. The hermit seeks the face of God as the allabsorbing focus of his or her life (prayer), and at whatever
cost (penance).

All this seems, and is, very demanding, but one grows
into it, often over many years. The spiritual director is there
to help, and in one’s many failings there is the prayerful
support of one’s Christian brothers and sisters, not to
mention the angels and saints! As with any life there are
always ups and downs, and you just carry on. Whatever else
hermits may say about their life, there is one thing on which
they all agree – it is never boring.

Who gets to be one? Well all kinds of people, but all
those I have spoken to admit to a long road travelled before
settling into their hermit vocation, usually in the second half
of life (the forties or later). Some may have spent years in a
religious community, of which they may remain members;
some may have served as diocesan priests; and some, in

Continued on page 18
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Blessed Dominic Barberi
“A little Italian priest in comical attire”
By Fr Daniel Lloyd

Towards the end of the year 1840, a short, rather stout
man, with a squeaky voice and a bright eye, could be
seen climbing to the top of the unfinished dome of the
basilica of Our Lady of the Sea in Boulogne. He looked
excitedly to the northwest, straining to make out the
English coast. For more than twenty years he had felt it
his destiny to preach the Catholic faith there, and now,
at last, his mission was to begin. In this, Dominic Barberi
was following an impulse dear to the heart of his order’s
founder, St Paul of the Cross. Over a century before, in
an entry of his spiritual diary for 29 December 1720,
Paul had written:
I had a particular impulse to pray for the conversion
of England, especially because I want the standard of the
holy faith to be erected so that there will be an increase of
devotion and reverence, homage and love, with frequent acts
of adoration for the Blessed Sacrament, the ineffable mystery
of God’s most holy love, and so that his Holy Name may be
glorified.
Dominic shared this vision, and recounted a spiritual
experience in 1818 which convinced him that his task was to
work for the conversion of England; but he was almost forty
years old before he had any serious encounter with English
Catholics. In 1830, he was ordered to teach the rubrics of
the Mass to Harry Trelawny, an elderly Cornish baronet who
knew no Italian. His interpreter was the ex-Anglican cleric
George Spencer, later better known as Fr Ignatius Spencer.
This only increased Dominic’s hunger to go to England.
Eventually, it was agreed that the Passionists should take on
Aston Hall, in Staffordshire: and so we find Dominic, in high
spirits on a French building site, preparing to go to England
for the first time.
The laughing stock of Stone

The project was begun, but the new house would not be
completed until February 1842. Dominic, who had waited
more than two decades, could resign himself to another
few months; and so it was in October 1841 that he returned
to England: in James Brodrick’s memorable words, ‘a
little Italian priest in comical attire shuffled down a ship’s
gangway at Folkstone’. Spencer had warned him of the lack
of enthusiasm with which he was likely to be greeted: this
was something of an understatement. After deciding to
establish a mass-centre in Stone, some eight miles from his
new home, he would walk there each Sunday followed by
a jeering mob, mocking his Passionist habit and heavilyaccented English, and pelting him with mud and stones.
There is a story of Dominic pausing in the Rosary he would
pray along the way, picking up some stones thrown at him,
kissing them, and putting them into his pocket.
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A contemporary wrote: ‘[h]ow he escaped with his life
was a miracle. Among the epithets hurled at him were: the
Stuttering Papist, Father Demonio, &c. He was made the
laughing stock of Stone’.

By mid-1842, he had received fourteen converts; two
years later, Pugin had built a church at Stone: on St George’s
Day 1844, Dominic offered the Mass there for the first time,
and in early June a Corpus Christi procession was held in the
grounds. A thousand people attended, half of whom were
not Catholics, and missionary visits to the industrial cities of
the region soon followed.
In addition to these journeys, Dominic had a very
particular missionary target in his sights: in 1841 he had
read, in the French Catholic periodical L’Univers, a letter
written by John Dobree Dalgairns, an Oxford undergraduate,
setting out the positions held by Anglican High Churchmen.
In an act combining the zeal and simplicity for which he
was known, Dominic, seeing that Dalgairns was at Oxford,
but not noting his juniority, wrote a ‘Letter addressed to
the professors of the University of Oxford on the occasion
of seeing an epistle from one of their body’. This letter set
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Defers to Newman

out Dominic’s hopes that Oxford’s dons, whom he called his
‘beloved brethren in Christ and servants of the Lord’, would
assist him in the work of the conversion of England.

There is something important and revealing about this
note. Dominic, a priest of twenty-five years’ experience,
deferred to Newman’s pastoral knowledge of his former
parishioners. He might have relaxed a little after this
sacramental marathon, but he continued in the mission
he had received, he cheerfully admitted his failure, and
he never lost the hope that he might be an instrument
of grace for these two young women. He continued to
spend himself in the service of the Gospel, preaching,
instructing converts, and founding two Passionist houses,
at Woodchester and London. All this effort took its toll,
and Dominic suffered a heart attack, dying at Reading on
27 August 1849.

Receiving Newman into the Church

Eventually, Dalgairns went to see Dominic, and on
Michaelmas Day 1845, Dominic received him in the chapel
at Aston Hall. Dalgairns was then living with John Henry
Newman at Littlemore, and Newman had told him before his
departure: ‘When you see your friend, will you tell him that I
wish to be received into the Church of Christ?’ Ten days later,
Dominic arrived in Oxford on the coach from Birmingham,
soaked by the rain which had poured without ceasing for
the previous five hours. A little after ten at night, they took
a chaise from Dominic’s hotel up to Littlemore, reaching the
buildings now called Newman’s College about an hour later.
Dominic himself takes up the story:

As I write this, a minute’s walk from Newman’s
College, two thoughts strike me. First, the beauty of the
communion which Dominic and Newman show us. They
could not have been more different, in their background
and formation. Indeed, Newman confessed himself irked
by Dominic’s publishing his own account of the Littlemore
receptions. Yet they continued to correspond and to see
each other, and Newman frequently mentions Dominic’s
opinions in his own letters, as well as his delight at the
occasional ‘gossip with Fr Dominic’. Did Newman see in
Dominic something of the cheerfulness and zeal which
so attracted him to St Philip Neri? Theirs was a bond of
communion, as members of Christ’s mystical Body they
each in their own way served the Lord in His Church. The
second thought is this: they also show us true Catholicity.
Whilst the Ordinariate rejoices in Newman’s patronage, we
should also have Blessed Dominic in mind; Newman would
not have become a Catholic as he did without Dominic’s
obedience to divine providence working itself out in his
own life. We rightly reflect on the patrimony we have been
asked to bring with us: Dominic is a representative of the
patrimony into which we have entered, and of which we, as
Catholics, are full heirs. The little note about Newman’ first
Holy Communion being at the Mass of St Francis Borgia is a
delightful example of that.

I drew up close to the fire to dry myself out. What do you think
I saw then! Mr Newman kneeling at my feet, and asking me
to hear his confession and to admit him into the bosom of
the Catholic Church! Just there, beside the fire, he began his
general confession in a spirit of humility and devotion that
was quite extraordinary.
The following day, Dominic said Mass at St Ignatius’s
chapel, on St Clement’s-street. He then returned to
Littlemore, ‘in the midst of another sudden downpour’, and
‘finished the confession with Mr Newman, and after him I
heard the confession of the other two gentlemen who were
there.’ Next morning, in borrowed vestments, Dominic
said Mass in the oratory at Littlemore, and Newman and
his companions received Holy Communion: the Mass was
that of St Francis Borgia, and Dominic had given Newman
the choice of whether it should be of that saint, as in
the Passionist calendar, or of St Paulinus, in the English.
Newman went with the Passionists.

The College at Littlemore

As if this were not enough, Dominic went straight to
the house of another resident of Littlemore, and received
him, his wife, and two of his daughters into the Church. The
man’s two other daughters were not received: they could
not promise that they would not attend the Anglican church
at Littlemore, where there were ‘organists and singers’.
Dominic wrote that:
Newman told me that if they did not make this promise, I
could not receive them. The poor daughters; they are real
angels in their way of life, but they just did not have enough
determination.
www.friendsoftheordinariate.org.uk
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Newman’s Mass at Warwick Street

And one more thought, on which to finish: after
returning from Rome in December 1847, one of the first
Masses Newman said in England was at Warwick Street,
where the Ordinariate has our headquarters. He had
been there as a young boy 1811 with his father, who had
wanted to hear a particular piece of music being sung, and,
wonderfully, had now returned to offer the holy sacrifice
of the Mass. This would not have been possible without
Blessed Dominic Barberi, for whom God be praised. As he
wrote, just after receiving Newman:
My dearest England […] was once the island of saints,
and will be so again in the future. This daughter, after the
deviation of three centuries, will return full of vigour to her
Mother, the Holy Roman Catholic Apostolic Church, and will
be to the Mother both consolation and help. So I hope, and
may it be so.
Fr Daniel Lloyd is a priest of the Ordinariate based at
Littlemore and serving the Oxford Ordinariate.
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How the Ordinariate enriches the Catholic Church
A Talk on Anglicanorum Cœtibus: Part I
Over the next few issues of the Friends’ Newsletter
we hope to reproduce in three parts a paper that was
delivered to the clergy of the Personal Ordinariate of
Our Lady of Walsingham by Mgr Mark Langham.
Mgr Langham is currently the Catholic Chaplain at
Cambridge University, and previously held the positions
of Secretary for Anglican and Methodist Dialogues at
the Pontifical Council for Christian Unity, Rome, and
Administrator of Westminster Cathedral.

It felt like, and it was, a huge step forward in ecumenical
relations. This event is now a regular fixture in the Calendar
of both Cathedrals: it feels normal. Sometimes, when
other events crowd the diary, it can even be something of
a nuisance. This bold step has now become regular event
in the yearly life of both institutions, a welcome chance to
touch base, a familiar routine.

Some revolutions, at the time daring and unprecedented,
later become an accepted state of affairs, part of the scenery.
That is the back-story of ecumenism itself, in the years since
Vatican II’s landmark declaration on Ecumenism and the
recognition of aspects of the Church outside the borders of
the Catholic Church itself. Back then, there was a palpable
sense of history in the making; high hopes were entertained
for ecumenical possibilities. For Anglicans and Catholics, it
seemed, something decisive was just around the corner.
Ecumenism: a normal way of doing things

Microwave ovens, now a normal part of life, arrived
with a bang, or rather a ping, in our kitchens in the late
1970s. Everybody was talking about them; they were magic,
space-aged, and the greatest invention since the light-bulb.
Originally called ‘Magnetrons’, this Thunderbirds type
nomenclature gave way to the familiar ‘Microwave Oven’,
just as the fulsome praise and dire predictions about their
use has given way to – well, nothing really. No one notices
them any more on the corner of the counter. We just get
on with things. It is remarkable how novelties become
commonplace, how revolutions become run of the mill.
In the early 1990s, when I worked in Westminster
Cathedral, we had an innovative ecumenical idea. With
the authorities at St Paul’s Cathedral, we undertook not
merely an exchange of pulpits in Christian Unity Week,
but an exchange of Clergy and Choirs. I remember the first
time this took place, the extraordinary category shift of
robed Anglican Clergymen presiding on the sanctuary of
Westminster Cathedral. And the following week, hearing
the ‘continental’ tone of the Westminster choir in the iconic
setting of St Paul’s. It was daring, visionary, illuminating.
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In this heady mood, ARCIC was established, in the wake
of the hugely successful and significant visit of Archbishop
Michael Ramsey of Canterbury to Rome in 1964. Vatican II
had, in the same year, singled out Anglicanism as a tradition
in which significant Catholic elements had survived, and
hopes were high that something big was going to happen.
Something big did happen: during the Archbishop’s visit to
Rome, Pope Paul took off his fisherman’s ring and placed
it on the finger of the Archbishop – a gesture of enormous
significance that seemed to signify some recognition of his
episcopal status, perhaps even hinting at a re-visiting of the
negative Catholic judgement on Anglican orders.

That was then, and now is now. The exhilaration of those
early years has faded – partly for reasons that we all know
– but also because we have become familiar with a level of
interaction between Christians that was unthinkable in the
decades before the Council. Catholics are familiar with our
Anglican counterparts, we meet regularly at civic services,
Churches Together, running the Food Bank. That is, in its
way, good: ecumenism should not be anything out of the
ordinary. It should be our normal way of doing things.
Ordinariate is now part of the scenery

And it is also the story of the Ordinariate. Launched
with significant publicity, some controversy, and much
comment, it was unprecedented, intrepid, audacious. It
felt as though something mighty were happening, some
shift in the tectonic plates of our ecumenical status. I
was working for the Council for Christian Unity at the
time, and the Ordinariate was at the top of the agenda
of every ecumenical discussion, East and West. There
were expectations of a new realignment, a new way of
doing ecumenism. Nowadays, the Ordinariate is part of
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the scenery; an increasingly familiar reality within the
Catholic Church, an established part of our Catholic (in the
strictest sense) tradition. And that is probably as it should
be. We need to get over the shock of where people have
come from. I recall the relief and delight of my curate, an
Anglican convert, when our parishioners ceased referring
to him as a ‘former Anglican’, but simply spoke of him as a
‘Catholic priest.’ Similarly, it is good for the Ordinariate to
move on from being characterised by its origins, to become
commonplace in the Church’s life, freed from labels and
histrionics. That is something to bear in mind when the
Ordinariate is no longer making headlines, when it has
slipped down the agenda. Honeymoons should not last for
ever; exhilaration gives way to a calmer, more grounded,
narrative. This quieter reaction does not betoken loss of
importance or significance. Quite the opposite: it provides
a space to reflect and assess how the Ordinariate can enrich
and contribute to the life of the Catholic Church. That is true
in many areas: liturgy, spirituality, the exercise of authority,
and, notably, ecumenism. In an era when ecumenical
dialogue between the Catholic Church and other Christians
has become more reflective and meticulous, the
Ordinariate can, I believe, give some guidance and
impetus to our discussions. It is this topic that I intend to
address this morning.
For ecumenism has become more reflective. Which is
perhaps another way of saying that it is going through a
difficult time. It is notable that current phases of several
official dialogues, among them ARCIC III, have adopted a
more cautious, painstaking approach in their discussions.
ARCIC is no longer ‘diving in’ to discuss the hot-topics:
Eucharist, Ministry, Authority. Forty years ago, it was
assumed that resolving these high-profile issues would
bring about rapid re-union. The years have shown that
not to be the case, so now the dialogue is going back to
basics, to the assumptions that lie behind formulae and
agreements that seemed to promise so much – reflecting
upon the scriptures and the early tradition of the
undivided Church, painstakingly to build up a picture of
what Anglicans and Catholics agree upon, what sources
we draw upon and how we use them, in formulating
our own positions. It is not headline grabbling stuff. No
fireworks. No shocking announcements (as there once
were) that Anglicans can accept elements of Universal
Primacy or Marian devotion. For some, this careful reassessment is a problem. A frustration. A generation which
remembers Pope Paul placing his ring upon the finger of
a startled Archbishop Michael Ramsey, is perplexed at the
lack of progress on the ecumenical front. Four decades of
theological dialogues, nine agreed statements, do not seem
to have yielded their anticipated fruit. Many look upon the
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ecumenical dialogues (in so far as they look upon them at
all) as foot-dragging, self-serving, (one journal spoke of
a ‘gravy train’) ignoring the desire of ordinary Christians
for unity. Anglicans and Catholics meeting in parishes and
projects are impatient of official inertia. One such is the
former archbishop of Canterbury, George Cary, who, during
last year’s Week of Prayer for Christian Unity, labelled
ARCIC “irrelevant to the ordinary Christian”.
Cracks in the relationship

Even those who take a more positive view of the value
of ecumenical dialogue do not doubt that we are going
through a difficult patch in the quest for unity among
Christians. Keen observers of the ecumenical landscape
were already noticing cracks in the relationship as far back
as 1982, when a downbeat assessment of the Final Report
of ARCIC I by the Congregation for the Doctrine of the
Faith questioned the assertion that ‘substantial agreement’
on key disputed matters had been reached. ARCIC II
continued its discussions, and Archbishops of Canterbury
were unfailingly received with great warmth on official
visits to Rome, but as the Church of England proceeded to
ordain women in 1992, there was an increasing sense of
ecumenical dialogue going through the motions. ARCIC II
produced some fine documents, but there was no overarching theme to them. It was as though the dialogue
was unsure of the direction it should take. Justification,
Communion, Authority, Mary, Ethics: ARCIC was searching
for a thread. One Catholic bishop told me that, in effect, the
heart had gone out of the dialogue.

Further difficulties were, of course, to come. In 2003
and 2009, active homosexuals were elected Bishops in
the Episcopalian Church. Here the issue was moral, as
well as doctrinal; it was no longer an issue of what to talk
about when we sat down together, but whether we could
sit down at all. Many voices in Rome called for ARCIC to
be cancelled. These developments were unacceptable in
themselves, but they also challenged the achievements
of the historic dialogue. ARCIC had published Agreed
Statements on Priesthood, Authority, Communion,
Eucharist. The Robinson/Glasspool elections called some
aspect of each of these into question. Rome, seeing a lack
of consistency, began to ask the not unreasonable question,
“What was the point of our discussions?”
In the next part of this paper, published in the next issue
of this Newsletter, Mgr Langham discusses the need for
‘consistency’ and ‘communion’ in the ecumenical endeavour,
noting the exemplary role of the Ordinariate in applying
these two criteria to realised Christian unity.
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Diversity in Unity Requires Distinctiveness
A Sermon delivered at Evensong and Benediction

Here we reproduce the sermon preached by Mgr Harry
Entwistle, Ordinary of the Personal Ordinariate of Our
Lady of the Southern Cross (Australia). The sermon was
preached during Solemn Evensong at Warwick Street on
Sunday 8 February – an event organised by the Friends
of the Ordinariate to mark the presence of all three
Ordinaries in London. The sermon was delivered in the
presence of H.E. Cardinal Vincent Nichols.
It is a delight to be back in London again and it is an
equal delight that Evensong and Benediction continue to be
important in the devotional life of the Ordinariates because
linked together, they emphasise that in English Spirituality,
the liturgy is both Word and Sacrament, Our English
tradition insists as, Martin Thornton (English Spirituality,
SPCK 1963, p 49) reminds us that “prayer, worship and life
itself, are grounded upon dogmatic fact, that in everyday
religious experience head and heart are wedded.”
Evensong is an office in which Scripture is prayed, read
and reflected upon. Through it, not only is the revealed
Word of God encountered, but also through the Holy Spirit
we are able to engage with that revealed Word and link our
faith story to that of the faith story of God’s people through
the ages.

In Benediction, the focus of our devotion is the adoration
of the Most Precious Body and Blood of Our Lord which we
believe the sacred host to be. In doing so, we must never
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isolate the sacramental Body of Christ from the Incarnate
Body of Christ, nor from the ecclesial Body of Christ of which
we are members.

The recognition of the indivisibility of the Body of Christ
came to me some years ago as one of those windows that
God occasionally opens. At the time I was attending our
annual Anglican Prison Chaplains’ retreat held in London
Colney. This retreat was conducted by Neville Ward, the
most Catholic minded Methodist of the Weslyan tradition
I have ever encountered, and while I should imagine that
London Colney has changed considerably since, there was
a Catholic community of Sisters nearby that I recall was a
community of Perpetual Adoration. I was in the convent
chapel with several others, including sisters. On the wall
behind the altar was a large crucifix. Here was an image of
the incarnate Christ, the ultimate sacrament of God, taken,
blessed and broken in his passion so that the marriage
between heaven and earth might be consummated.

On a hillside and in the Upper Room, Jesus, the incarnate
sacrament of God, took bread, gave thanks, broke it and
shared it. In the Upper Room he said, “this is my body, this is
my blood.” This is me, This is my life that I have power to lay
down and take up. Take, eat and drink it in memory of me.”
On the altar of the chapel was the Sacramental presence
of Christ’s Body, our food and sustaining drink, the living
stream that overcomes death and turns it into the fountain
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of eternal life. This is our hope and that hope finds its voice
in the Church. In that chapel were Catholics, Anglicans and
at least one Weslyan Methodist. Here before the image of
the broken, crucified Lord and his presence in the Blessed
Sacrament, was the fractured ecclesial Body of Christ, born
out of his wounds, yet called to be the visible, sacramental
sign of His presence in, and Lordship over, the world. The
Church, as well as individual disciples has been called,
blessed and broken so that Christ’s mission of showing the
world who God is, may continue. This mission is hampered
by the disunity within God’s faithful, and I don’t think any
of us would dispute that not only praying for unity, but
demonstrating as we are this evening, in the words of
St Peter of Cluny, that “diversity in unity is the principle of
Christendom.” The distinctiveness, yet indivisible unity of
the differing manifestations of the Body of Christ presents a
framework for our mission and ministry.
The Incarnate Christ challenges us, in the words
of Pope Francis, to ‘have a passion for mission, and a
passionate concern for people in difficult situations”
while the sacramental manifestation challenges us to
have a committed concern for the settled truths of the
Catholic faith. The pastoral application of these truths
must be pastoral and not be disconnected from the truth
of the faith. Those of us in the Ordinariate have lived
through such a progressive disconnection in our previous
communion and we are only too aware of where it leads.

This experience thrusts us into a prophetic role within
the Catholic Church. The Ordinariates stand on the edge
of the Church’s centre, and is the very place that the
prophets and Jesus himself stood in God’s community. This
prophetic role demands that we share our experience and
alert, if not warn our Catholic brothers and sisters, of the
consequences of embracing the principle of gradualness
where the doctrine of the Church is still upheld, but in
the name of compassion and relevance, its application is
gradually relaxed to accommodate the secular values of
the day.
We who have been called into full Catholic communion
have a responsibility to work for the unity for which Our
Lord prayed. On the website iBenedictines, Digitalnun,
identifies three levels of that unity. We must work for
unity within the Church to which we belong, and in the
Ordinariate that means being prepared to let go of some of
the things that have been so valuable during the time we
were holding on to our Catholic identity, and rediscover at
a deeper level, some things that a few jettisoned in order
to demonstrate that Catholicity. Discovering the treasures
of the liturgies authorised for use in the Ordinariate is
an obvious example, because while our patrimony is
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not solely contained in the liturgies, they are a visible
manifestation of what our patrimony is. Diversity in unity
requires distinctiveness.

While working and praying alongside other Christians
and sharing common cause is necessary and good, we
must challenge those modern ecumenists who seem to
argue that as this is the deepest level of unity we are likely
to achieve, this must be the unity that Our Lord intended.
With all due respect to those who take this view, it is a
form of flat earth policy. The goal of true unity is to reach
the mountaintop where there is unity of faith and doctrine
with diversity of expression. Without a common faith
and doctrine, there cannot be complete unity, and Our
Lord would not have prayed for anything less. Because
organic union appears to be unrealistic, the response is to
flatten the mountain. The fact that we in the Ordinariate
have reached the summit is a negation of this view, so our
existence tends to be dismissed as a mirage. We are not a
mirage, we are here, we are real. We are we what true unity
looks like – diversity in unity.
We have a formidable mission ahead of us, and we
must be courageous, keeping before us the distinctive
unity not only between the persons of the Holy Trinity but
also between the differing manifestations of the Body of
Christ. As Hebrews (12:1-12) reminds us, “let us run with
perseverance the race that is set before us, looking to Jesus
the pioneer and perfector of our faith, who for the joy that
was set before him endured the cross, despising the shame,
and is seated at the right hand of the throne of God.”

Mgr Harry Entwistle is the Ordinary of the Personal
Ordinariate of Our Lady of the Southern Cross, Australia.
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very extraordinary circumstances, may have had a secular
career or raised a family; but all find themselves free to let
go of former responsibilities. We avoid burdening others
financially, somehow paying our own way. Some will not
seek public recognition by the Church or call themselves
‘hermits’, but live a hidden life apart, adapted
to circumstances. So how many are there? Only the Holy
Spirit knows.

And what is the point? Together with the whole Church,
the hermit prays for the world’s salvation – not just in
intercession, but simply by seeking always the Lord’s face.
As a friend of mine put it, a well of prayer is sunk from
which others may draw. The hermit life, too, is a witness to
the absolute priority of God in our lives – and we all need
reminding of that! So pray for your hermits, as they pray for
you. Only in heaven will we know what each contribution
has been.
Br David Butler took temporary vows as a hermit within
the Personal Ordinariate of Our Lady of Walsingham last
year. He was ordained to the diaconate on Saturday
3 January this year. This article first appeared in Oremus,
the Westminster Cathedral Magazine.

Friends of the
Ordinariate e-bulletins

Every month the Friends of the Ordinariate send
an e-bulletin to all our supporters. These bulletins
contain all our latest news and events, as well as
photos, announcements and dates for your diary.
If you are on email and would like to receive
these e-bulletins, please email us at admin@
friendsoftheordinariate.org.uk asking to be added to
the mailing list.

Future Events
Please mark the following date in your diary.

30th/31st May: Mgr Keith Newton and the Friends
will visit the Rt Revd Hugh Allan OPraem, Prior, and his
Norbertine community at Chelmsford to make an appeal
at the churches of Our Lady Immaculate and the Holy
Name on the weekend of 30th/31st May. Mgr Newton will
preach and celebrate Masses during the weekend.

How we help the
Ordinariate
In 2014, the Friends of the Ordinariate gave over
£45,000 in grants to support and fund Ordinariate
projects. We also organised several fundraising and
awareness raising events, as well as helping with
events directly hosted and organised by the Personal
Ordinariate of Our Lady of Walsingham.
Here are some of the projects we supported by
financial grants in 2014:

• New signs outside the church of the Precious
Blood and the cost of a new sound system.
• Support for the living expenses of one of the
Ordinariate priests; salary for a part-time
employee of the Ordinariate; grant for part of
the cost of the new CTS brochure “What is the
Ordinariate?”
• 50% of the cost of new hymn books and for the
cost of the new Ordinariate Use Mass booklets
for the Ordinariate’s central church.
• Grant towards the cost of the Newman
Consort, supporting the liturgy of the Oxford
Ordinariate Group.
• “Called to be One” conference in September –
help with advertising costs.
• Assistance with living costs of the Sisters
of the Blessed Virgin Mary.
• 50% of the cost of a new statue for the
Ordinariate chapel at Cardiff Metropolitan
Cathedral.
• Grant towards the costs of purchasing a
former Methodist chapel for the Torbay
Ordinariate Group.

Among the events organised by the Friends during the
past 12 months, have been:
• The annual fundraising reception at the
Apostolic Nunciature in June.

• Appeal and awareness raising visits to 6
Catholic cathedrals in various parts of the
UK, as well as a visit to the church of the
Transfiguration, Kensal Rise.
• The Friends’ annual Newman Mass at the
church of Our Lady of the Assumption and
St Gregory.

Also in May... Mgr Keith Newton and the Friends hope to
visit the Church of the Sacred Heart, Bournemouth. More
details to follow!

• The Friends of the Ordinariate Epiphany
Service in January.

Summer reception: Plans are currently being made for
the Friends’ summer reception. Again, details to follow...

• The running of the Friends/Ordinariate stall at
the annual Towards Advent event in December.

Cathedral appeals: We will be continuing our visits to
Catholic cathedrals and parishes throughout 2015.
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• Solemn Evensong and Benediction to celebrate
the presence of all three ordinaries in the UK
in February 2015.

www.friendsoftheordinariate.org.uk
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Please support the Friends of the Ordinariate
How to Donate:
The Friends of the Ordinariate support the work
and mission of the Personal Ordinariate of Our Lady
of Walsingham by providing financial and practical
assistance. We warmly invite all those who share in the
Holy See’s vision of Christian Unity and who wish to see
the Personal Ordinariate of Our Lady of Walsingham
succeed to support us by making a financial donation.
All are welcome to support the Friends of the
Ordinariate, be they cradle Catholics, former members
of the Church of England, or those who remain within
the Anglican tradition but want the Ordinariate
initiative to flourish.

Bank Transfer
Here are our Bank Details if you would rather donate
by BACS / bank transfer

Standing Orders

Friends of the Ordinariate GIFT AID DECLARATION
This declaration confirms that I wish the Friends of the
Ordinariate of Our Lady of Walsingham (Charity No.
1142667) to reclaim tax on all donations I make hereafter.
I understand that I must pay income tax and/or capital
gains tax equal to any tax reclaimed by the Friends of the
Ordinariate of Our Lady of Walsingham. I confirm that I
am a UK taxpayer and that I will advise the Friends if this
situation changes.

The Friends encourage supporters to set up regular
Standing Orders so that we can plan for the future on
the basis of a regular, predictable, income. That does not
exclude, of course, the possibility of providing one-off
donations, which are most welcome.

All those who agree to set up an annual Standing Order
of £50.00 or more will receive two newsletters a year and
will also be invited to Friends events. They will also be sent
regular updates via email. Those who donate over £500.00
will be invited to events with Mgr Newton and the Trustees.
To support the Ordinariate by Standing Order, please
visit our website and fill in the Standing Order form on
the ‘Donate’ page and, if you are a UK tax payer, the Gift
Aid certificate, too. www.friendsoftheordinariate.org.uk/
donate/
Legacies

It is hoped that the work of the Personal Ordinariate of Our
Lady of Walsingham will continue for many years to come
and so we would ask that you remember the Friends of the
Ordinariate when you come to write or update your Will.
Legacies often form the backbone of any charity and we are
grateful to all those who have remembered us in their Wills.
PayPal and Total Giving

PayPal and Total Giving buttons are available on the Friends
of the Ordinariate website for all those who would like
to make an instant and secure payment. Please visit our
‘Donate’ page for more details and to make a payment.
www. friendsoftheordinariate.org.uk/donate/
Cheques
If you would like to support our work by making a donation
via cheque, please make cheques payable to ‘Friends of the
Ordinariate of Our Lady of Walsingham’ and send to:
Friends of the Ordinariate
c/o 24 Golden Square
London
W1F 9JR

www.friendsoftheordinariate.org.uk

Bank: Lloyds Bank plc
Sort code: 30-90-69
Account no: 22689660
Name: Friends of the Ordinariate

If you have any queries about the above, please do not
hesitate to contact Dylan Parry:
dylanparry@friendsoftheordinariate.org.uk

I have read and agreed to the above Gift Aid Declaration.

Title
Surname
First name (s)
Address
Post code
Telephone
Email

Please tick:

I wish to know more about the work
of the Friends by regular email updates

I enclose a cheque as a donation towards the work
of the Friends £

Dated:

Signed:

Thank you for completing this Gift Aid Declaration
Please now send it to:

The Administrator
Friends of the Ordinariate of Our Lady of Walsingham
19 Spencelayh Close
Wellingborough
NN8 4UU
admin@friendsoftheordinariate.org.uk
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Would you like to be a Friend
of the Ordinariate?

The Friends of the Ordinariate of Our Lady of Walsingham was
established in 2011 to assist with the work of the newly erected
Personal Ordinariate of Our Lady of Walsingham through
practical and financial support. It was also established in order
to raise awareness of the Personal Ordinariate’s life and mission
within the wider Catholic community.
The Personal Ordinariate of Our Lady of Walsingham was
established by Benedict XVI on 15 January 2011 and is a special
structure within the Catholic Church which allows former Anglicans
to enter into full communion with the Pope while also retaining
many of the treasures and gifts of their Anglican heritage. The
Ordinariate groups and religious communities which have so
far been set up in England and Wales represent an important
development in the work of promoting Christian unity and a
fundamental part of the New Evangelisation in England
and Wales.

If you would like to help the Friends of the Ordinariate in our work
of supporting the Personal Ordinariate of Our Lady of Walsingham,
or would like to know more about our work or about the Personal
Ordinariate of Our Lady of Walsingham, please complete the contact
details on the form overleaf and send it either to: Friends of the
Ordinariate, c/o 24 Golden Square, London W1F 9JR or The
Administrator, Friends of the Ordinariate of OLW, 19 Spencelayh
Close, Wellingborough, Northamptonshire, NN8 4UU
or email: admin@friendsoftheordinariate.org.uk

The Friends is a separate charity from the Personal Ordinariate of
Our Lady of Walsingham, with its own trustees, but we work closely
with the Ordinary of the Personal Ordinariate, Monsignor Keith
Newton, to identify areas where the Friends can be of assistance.
Mgr Newton is also the President of the Friends.
The Friends of the Ordinariate charity gratefully receives donations
from individuals and organisations who share in the Holy See’s
vision of Christian unity, which has been made manifest in the
Ordinariate of Our Lady of Walsingham.

www.friendsoftheordinariate.org.uk

